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Title of the thesis 
An Optimized Analytical Approach for Big Data Processing in Cloud Computing Environment. 

Abstract 

Nowadays, Big Data (BD) has taken over many kinds of business. Even if a small-scale company 

generates lots of data, technology is required to meet the speed of data generation, which can store 

and  analyze the huge quantity of data within a lesser time. For such large-scale data processing 

(DP), MapReduce (MR) is a widely accepted parallel computing framework. The two major 

performance metrics in MapReduce are job execution time and cluster throughput. That can be 

seriously impacted by a straggler machine— a machine on which tasks take an unusually long time 

to finish. Speculative execution is a common approach for dealing with the straggler problem by 

simply backing up that slow-running task on an alternative machine. Performance of Big Data job 

processing is closely tied with scheduler. Hadoop‘s scheduler implicitly assumes that cluster nodes 

are homogeneous and tasks make progress linearly in the parallel computing environment. In the 

parallel computing environment weak performance of one single node or one single task can 

significantly affect overall job execution time. Handling the issue of speculative execution would be 

more challenging in the Cloud Computing environment where clusters are heterogeneous. The 

proposed speculative execution (SE) strategy renamed as Hadoop Supreme Rate Performance 

(Hadoop-SRP) can be utilized to enhance Big Data processing performance in the case of slow 

running tasks in the heterogeneous cloud based Hadoop cluster. Just because of one single slowest 

task, overall job execution time is compromised. We have identified the slow task in heterogeneous 

cloud based Hadoop cluster and re-executed the same on the fastest node.  Hence optimized the 

performance in the presence of (slow task/dead node/slow node) in terms of job‘s overall execution 

time and Cluster throughput. Thus we have contributed to faster processing of Big Data with the 

available resources.   

Brief description on the state of the art of the research topic 

In recent years, the amount of data stored worldwide has been increasing rapidly. The use of the 

internet is the major contributor of the enormous data [1]. Requirements of a distributed system on 

computing abilities ,on-demand services,  and storage resources become increasingly urgent [2]. 

Many famous IT companies like Google [17], Microsoft, Amazon, Yahoo! have launched their own 

cloud computing service platforms such as Apache Storm, Spark, Dryad, and Hadoop, and lead the 

development of cloud computing technology as one of the important strategic roads of the future 

[3]. 

The companies had to sift and sieve through massive amounts of data to find the customer 

orientations and preferences related to books, adverts, and trending websites. Traditional tools for 

data handling also failed in this regard [4]. For example, more than 95% of Hadoop jobs in 

Facebook are not hand-coded but generated by Hive and more than 90% of MapReduce jobs in 
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Yahoo! are generated by Pig. In fact, these systems are very sensitive to the execution time of 

underlying short MapReduce jobs. Therefore, reducing the execution time of MapReduce jobs is 

very important to these widely-used systems [8]. 

Hadoop is an open-source implementation of MapReduce which has been widely used [5]. One 

Hadoop cluster may contain thousands of machines. The data is first stored and organized in HDFS 

(Hadoop distributed file system) and is sent for processing to MapReduce. In MapReduce, the job is 

processed in two main phases (map and reduce type tasks). Once the mapping is done, the job is 

shuffled and partitioned and then sent to the reducer for further processing [11].A Map Reduce job 

generally splits the large input file into multiple input blocks which are processed by the map tasks 

in a completely parallel manner [6]. If a task of a job requires an abnormally long execution time, 

then the total completion time of the job is affected. Such a task is called a straggler. A speculative 

copy of this task (also called a backup task) is run on another faster node to ensure that this task is 

finished earlier than the original task [7]. This mechanism is called speculative execution. 

Most of the proposed task allocation methods for MapReduce assume nodes that constitute the 

distributed computing system are homogeneous. Speculative execution reduces delay in a 

homogeneous environment by assigning delayed tasks to additional nodes. Cloud computing is 

inherently meant for heterogeneity [9]. Heterogeneity is inevitable for organizations that adopt 

cloud bursting or own various generations of IT resources purchased over different time frames 

[10]. 

Qi Chenet al; 2014 [12] proposed a novel strategy named maximum cost performance (MCP), 

which improved the effectiveness of speculative execution significantly. To accurately and 

promptly identify stragglers, following methods were proposed by MCP: (i) Used both the progress 

rate and the processing bandwidth within a phase to select slow tasks (ii) Used exponentially 

weighted moving average (EWMA) to predict process speed and calculate a task's remaining time 

(iii) Determined which task to backup based on a load of a cluster using a cost-benefit model. To 

choose proper worker nodes for backup tasks, both data locality and data skew were taken into 

consideration. 

YanfeiGuo et al; 2017 [13] strived to make Hadoop more resilient to data skew and more efficient 

in cloud environments. A FlexSlot was presented, which is a user-transparent task slot management 

scheme that automatically identifies map stragglers and resized their slots accordingly to accelerate 

task execution. FlexSlot adaptively changed the number of slots on each virtual node to balance the 

resource usage so that the pool of resources could be efficiently utilized. FlexSlot further improved 

mitigation of data skew with an adaptive speculative execution strategy. 

Yaoguang Wang et al; 2015 [14] explored an approach to increase the efficiency of speculative 

execution, and further improve Map-Reduce performance. The Partial Speculative Execution (PSE) 

strategy was proffered to make speculative tasks start from the checkpoint. By leveraging the 
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checkpoint of original tasks, PSE could eliminate the costs of re-reading, re-copying, and re-

computing the processed data. 

Xue Quyang et al; 2018 [15] presented an algorithm to improve the execution efficiency of Internet 

ware applications by dynamically calculating the straggler threshold, considering key parameters 

including job QoS timing constraints, task execution progress, and optimal system resource 

utilization. The dynamic straggler threshold was implemented into the YARN architecture to 

evaluate its effectiveness against existing state-of-the-art solutions. Results demonstrated that the 

proposed approach was capable of reducing parallel job response time up to 20% compared to the 

static threshold, as well as a higher speculation success rate, achieving up to 66.67% against 16.67% 

in comparison to the static method. 

Supriya S H and Prashanth 2020 [16] presented the study of Map Reduce performance in Hadoop 

architecture, the job assigned to the Hadoop is divided into tasks among the nodes of the cluster. 

They emphasized on data locality and data skew. The backup task should be allocated to the nodes 

that were the data local. Some of the data blocks vary in block sizes that are skew in the size of the 

data.  

Table 1: Internal and External Factors of Straggler 

Internal Factors 

(Categorized by behaviour  addressed by 

MapReduce Service Provider) 

External Factors 

(User behaviour an External 

Factors)System Environment) 

Block size and Slot number Sudden Surge in User Demand 

Limited processing power Poor user code, Faulty hardware 

Heterogeneous node capacities CPU overload, heterogeneous node 

capacities 

Resource competition due to other MapReduce tasks 

running on the same worker node [18] 

Physical nodes can host an unknown number 

of virtual machines(Cloud Environment) 

Resource starvation in Cloud Environment due to 

the virtual machine 

Skewed input data size, Queuing, Power 

Limits 

 Unbalanced workload, Shared resource   

contention 

Network  Bandwidth, I/O activities 

  

Definition of the Problem 

 In Hadoop, jobs are decomposed into a series of tasks for parallel running. This    makes job 

execution time depend on slow-running tasks – namely stragglers. Tasks may be slow for 

various reasons, such as hardware errors or software bugs, but the definitive causes may be 

hard to detect. 

 Hadoop doesn‘t try to fix slow-running tasks but tries to detect slow-running tasks in order to 

launch a backup for them. This is termed as speculative execution of tasks. 

 Although speculative execution mechanism is an effective way to solve the above problem, 

there is some unnecessary start-up of backups as a result of inaccurately calculating 

completion time of a task. It leads to resource wastage also. 
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 Earlier proposed approaches have not accurate measures of   identifying the slow task. An 

accurate backup node for speculative execution cannot be identified. 

 A task-killing-based approach used earlier allows tasks to be killed multiple times. The task 

killing inevitably incurs overhead, as the killed stragglers lose already performed work. 

 Few have considered homogeneous environment only. Avoiding re-copy, re-computing may 

not always work in a heterogeneous environment. 

 The speculation strategy can be managed to be automated in assigning the tasks to better 

working nodes to improve the performance. The slow working nodes can be given a lower 

load to work so that it can be processed considerably better than the node that backs up the 

task. 

Objective and Scope of the Work 

Research work done so far has recommended many techniques for the optimization in big data 

processing but it lacks in the Handling and processing of Big Data in the heterogeneous Cloud 

environment. Research is aimed to get better performance in parallel computing with the Hadoop 

framework in a cloud environment. An effort is made to optimize the performance of Big Data 

processing by identifying the slow task in the heterogeneous cloud cluster and re-execute the slower 

task on the fastest node. The subsequent notions must be measured for implementation for 

constructing a proficient optimization technique. 

          

 To intend a methodology to identify the slow task for Speculative Execution    

(Backup/Rerun). 

 Phase-wise estimation of Remaining Time of Task and Process Speed. 

 Estimation of the Backup time of Slow Task. 

 Identify the proper Node for Backup/Re-run (Speculative Execution). 

 The above effort was taken into consideration to optimize the performance in the presence of (slow 

task/dead node/slow node) in terms of the job‘s overall execution time and Cluster throughput. 

Original Contribution by thesis 

An Optimized Analytical Approach for Big Data Processing in Cloud Computing Environment has 

four contributions. 

 To present a Modified EWMA methodology to estimate the processing speed in   

 Map/Shuffle/Reduce phase. 

 To estimate the remaining time of tasks.  

 To estimate the backup time of slow task. 

 To re-run the slow task on identified node using the  BM-LOA(Behavioral  

Model based Lion Optimization Algorithm). 
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Methodology of Research 

A new speculative execution (SE) strategy called Supreme Rate Performance(SRP)  is aimed at 

the utmost cost performance. Each task running on disparate worker nodes is monitored for every 

phase (explicitly Map, Shuffle and Reduce). The cost is regarded to be the computing resources 

encompassed via tasks, whilst the performance to be the shortening of job execution time(JET) and 

the augmentation of the cluster throughput. SRP aims at choosing straggler tasks precisely as well 

as promptly and also backing them up on appropriate worker node(WN). To exactly and also 

punctually recognize stragglers, a model is rendered that will identify which task to be backed up 

that correctly uses cluster resources. Similar to other SE, SRP renders new tasks with high priority 

compared to backup tasks. Centered on a prompt forecast of the tasks' Processing Speed(PS) along 

with a precise assessment of their Remaining Time(RT), the SRP selects backup candidates. To 

calculate the Remaining Time (RT) of the task and predict processing speed of a task, a modified 

exponentially weighted moving average (Modified EWMA) is used. Next, these backup contenders 

will be backed up selectively on appropriate WN to attain maximal cost performance as per the 

cluster load using BM-LOA. To select appropriate worker nodes (WN) intended for backup tasks, 

the Data Locality (DL) along with fairness are regarded. SRP  estimation is implemented in three 

diverse set ups  i) Physical homogeneous cluster ii) Cloud based heterogeneous cluster iii) 

Simulated heterogeneous Cloud based cluster. In this part, the proposed techniques‘ pseudo-code 

intended for estimating remaining task time, backup time of slow tasks, as well as identification of 

the proper node for backup are given meticulously, and the SRP‘s implementation and results are 

exhibited in the result and discussion section. 

 

Figure 1: Proposed Workflow HADOOP-SRP 
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Modified Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EMWA) for predicting 

process speed  

In SRP, rather than merely utilizing the past average rate for predicting the tasks‘ PS, modified 

EWMA is being used. The EWMA alludes to an average of data that is utilized to track the task‘s 

movement by means of checking the outcomes as well as output via considering the disparate 

factors, additionally, providing them the weights, and then, tracking outcomes to evaluate the 

performance and also to make enhancements. There are numerous prediction algorithms like 

EWMA, CUSUM, and modified EWMA to envisage the tasks' PS. Here, a modified adaptation of 

the EWMA is chosen. The EWMA suffers an inertia issue on account of 'error' in the EWMA 

statistic. The Modified EWMA regards precedent observations the same as the EWMA, in addition, 

regards precedent changes, along with the newest modification in the procedure.  

A Modified EWMA is exhibited as: 

.                          (1) 

Wherein,  implies a suitable constant, in order that ,10  )(tX  as well as Y(t) signify the 

estimated as well as the observed PS at time t [18]. 

 Here, implies a trade-off betwixt stability and responsiveness. In the equation (1), α is fixed to 

0.2 as per [18] and our experimentation. If  =1 that implies only the freshest data has been utilized 

to gauge EWMA. If   is approaching 0, that implies more weightage is rendered to old data, and if 

 is close to 1 that implies new data has been rendered more weightage.  

In our approach we won‘t start calculating tasks‘ process speed until it has executed for a certain 

amount of time (we call this period a speculative lag) to promise the correctness of prediction. To 

measure the effectiveness of modified EWMA in predicting the process speed and the remaining 

time of a task, we have experimented with sort job in our cluster and then suddenly launch some 

I/O and CPU intensive workloads on one of the worker nodes 

The experiment is performed utilizing EMWA as well as Modified EWMA and Root Mean Square 

(RMS). While computing the estimated time, the difference between the speed recorded for the 

current and the preceding time cycle is added. Observing the graph shows that the modified EWMA 

envisages the RT of the process which is closer to the recorded observed process. 

Estimation of Remaining Task Time  

In SRP, the highest priority for backup is proffered to a task having the longest Remaining 

Time(RT).The sum of the RT left in every phase is concerned as a task‘s RT. When a task is 

running on the current phase )_( phasecurr the RT left on )_( phasecurr is estimated by the 

processing bandwidth in )_( phasecurr and the factors of the remaining data. Nevertheless, the 

    ) 1 ( ) ( ) 1 ( ) 1 ( ) (        t Y t Y t Y t X t X   
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calculation of the RT of the following phases )_( phasefollow is hard as the task hasn‘t entered 

those phases yet. So, the phase average processing speed(PS) is utilized for estimating the RT of a 

phase 
phase

Avg .The average PS of tasks that entered the phase is regarded as the phase‘s average 

PS. Aimed at those phases where no task has entered, their RT is not evaluated (for the fair 

consideration of all tasks). As tasks might process a disparate volume of data, 
phase

Avg  is attuned 

by factor  that signifies the ratio of the inputted size of this task to the average of all tasks‘ inputted 

sizes. The steps for estimating the RT of the task are enumerated and explained below. 

Step 1: Declare Variable 

Step 2: Evaluate the RT of task as 

  
                𝑅𝑇𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 = 𝑅𝑇𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 −𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑒 + 𝑅𝑇𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 −𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑒   

= 𝑅𝑆𝑃𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 −𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐵𝑊𝑅𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 −𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑒 +  𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑒  𝑖𝑛  𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤  𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑒

× 𝜇  

          

               Where RT denotes the Remaining Time, RDP signifies Remain_DataProcessed,  

                 and BWR specifies the BandwidthReq  

Step 3: Evaluate the constant utilizing the equation (3) as follows 

             Avginput
VolumeDataVolumeData __

                                                                 
(4) 

Step 4: Determine the RT of shuffle phase to be considered separately  

             RTshuffle = [ Percent_Finishmap – Percent_Finishshuffle ]  Process_Speedshuffle                      (5) 

              Where, Percent Finish indicates the PF, and PS signifies the Process speed.  

               Process_Speedshuffle     is estimated by modified EWMA 

Step 5: If the task has the longest RT, then that have highest priority for SE (Back Up). 

Estimation of the Backup time of slow task  

To estimate backup time of slow task, we use the  sum of estimated remaining time in each phase 

.Estimated remaining time Since tasks may process different amount of data, we adjust 

Estimated_RT in each phase by factor µ. Therefore we can calculate backup time of slow task as 

follows: 

𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 =   𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑_𝑅𝑇          ×     𝜇 
     𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑒

    𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑒                                               (6) 

                                                    µ = 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡  /𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑔                                                 (7)      

                                                                                                       

(2) 

 

(3) 
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Behavioural  Model based Lion Optimization for node selection 

After predicting the estimation of backup time of the slow task, it is going to be re-run the slow task 

on the fittest node using the Behavioural  Model based Lion Optimization Algorithm (BM-LOA). 

The predicted behavioural models are not worse than the average of the actual models. The 

predicted models have high accuracy and are not much worse on the test- than on the training data. 

This means that we can predict the complete runtime behaviour of an algorithm on an unknown 

problem instance with reasonable accuracy. Lion Optimization Algorithm (LOA) is an effective 

algorithm to rerun the slow-running task. Lions have two types of social behaviour: residents and 

nomads, and the lion can switch their type of social organization, residents may become nomads, 

and vice versa. The existing LOA proffers low accuracy and convergence problems. So, the 

proposed algorithm uses a Behaviour aspect of Lion hunting to increase the accuracy.  

The algorithmic procedures of the BM-LOA are explained as below: 

The LOA is a population-based meta-heuristic algorithm in which the first step is to randomly 

generate the population over the solution space. In this algorithm, every single solution is called 

‗‗Lion‖. 

In a d
T dimensional optimization problem, a Lion is represented as follows: 

 
kvT

gggglion ........,.........,, 321     (8) 

The fitness value of each lion is calculated by evaluating the objective function and it is represented 

as below 

   
kvT

ggggflionf
nn

........,.........,,
321

''''                                          (9) 

The hunters are encircling the prey in three positions, such that left, centre, and right-wing positions. 

 

                                        Figure 2: Generalize Lion’s Hunting behavior[19]  

The best six prides are taken as the centre wing, and the rest of the pride is divided for the other two 

wings.  
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In general Lions follow specific strategy to encircle prey and hunting [19]. For designing our own 

algorithm to find out fittest node to re-run the slow task we have considered following  

LION Hunting –Analogy: 

Lion‘s have their own boundaries they use urine to decide ~ Data Locality considered in our 

approach, Prey  ~ Task ,Group of Lions/Lioness ( Pride)~ Heterogeneous  Cloud Cluster 

,Lions/Lioness ~ Are nodes i.e. All the Possible solutions , Load on each node ~Fitness of 

Lion/Lioness , Small grouping of Role ~  Map Fast Nodes and Reduce Fast Nodes, Last Map 

Fast/Reduce Fast Nodes ~ Best visited position . 

In the initial stage each node is equally eligible to become a fittest node. Fitness value could be 

improved/decrease at any stage as per the Load.  Our goal is to find out the optimum solution i.e. 

The lion depicted at the centre in the figure 2. 

BM-LOA Algorithm for Fittest Node Selection 

Step 1:  Get slow task (in Map/Reduce Phase) and Job Type CPU Intensive /Data    

               Intensive  

Step 2: Categorize Map fast and Reduce Fast Nodes Based on Past History and CPU  

              Utilization and   RAM  

Step 3: Calculate the Fitness/Load of Each node  

Total number of tasks running on each node in the cluster 

i.e. T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9…. 

Load/Fittness Calculation  

Estimated Remaining Time of each Node= Avg. RT of each task running on that particular node 

i.e.  RT of N1: 60 Seconds,N2: 50 Seconds, N3: 135 Seconds, N4: 170 Seconds 

Estimated Remaining Time of SLOW NODE.   i.e. 100 Seconds 

RT is Remaining Time of Task 

N1,N2,N3,N4 are node 1 ,node 2… 

Step 4 : Check the conditions  

Load = Estimated RT CANDIDATE Node < Estimated RT of SLOW NODE 

       If  Job Type = CPU Intensive 

                if  Phase= ―Map‖ 

       Choose the node with Lowest Load  and  Lowest CPU utilization – MAP FAST 

       If  Job Type = Data Intensive 

                if  Phase= ―Reduce‖ 

Choose the node with Lowest Load  and Lowest CPU utilization and Highest RAM – REDUCE 

FAST 

     Else Choose the node with Lowest Load  and  Lowest CPU utilization – Another Rack 

(Bandwidth) 

Step 5:  Assign the task to fittest node 
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Algorithm is trained with 4100 tasks and permutation of phases i.e. at particular time task might be 

in map phase or reduce phase. In this way, the Behavioral Model Based Lion Optimization 

Algorithm to rerun the slow task on fittest node (Fast node based on Load). 

Results and Comparison 

In this synopsis, the performance of the SRP strategy  is evaluated under both heterogeneous and 

homogeneous environments . To ensure the stable performance of SRP experimentation is done  in  

i) Physical homogeneous Hadoop Cluster ii) Cloud based Heterogeneous Hadoop Cluster iii) 

Simulated Cloud base Heterogeneous Hadoop Cluster.Proposed SRP strategy has used big datasets 

like Wekipedia,Medical Transcription,National Climate Data Centre and other self generated 

datasets with varying size starting from 250 MB to 22 GB and further tasted with benchmark 

programs listed in Table 2. A detailed description of the dataset is given below. 

Table 2: Dataset description 

Program Dataset Type 

 

Word Count -Wikipedia 

- Medical Transcriptions 

CPU Intensive 

GrepSort -Wikipedia 

-National Climate Data Center – 

NOAA ) Dataset 
 

CPU Intensive (When 

Expression appears rarely) 

-Wikipedia 

- National Climate Data Center – 

NOAA ) Dataset 
 

Data intensive (When 

Expression appears 

frequently) 

GrepSearch -Wikipedia 

- National Climate Data Center – 

NOAA ) Dataset 

-- Medical Transcriptions 
 

CPU Intensive (When 

Expression appears rarely) 

- Wikipedia 

- National Climate Data Center – 

NOAA ) Dataset 

- Medical Transcriptions 

Data intensive (When 

Expression appears 

frequently) 

Terasort Generate using Teragen Data Intensive 

TestDFSIO (Read and Write) Generate using Write Method Data Intensive 

PI Number of Map tasks and Sample CPU Intensive 

 

To find the fittest node to re-run the slowest task we have trained an algorithm called BM-LOA, 

which is based on the Lion‘s natural behaviour of hunting. To train the model, parameters are Task 

ID, Start Time, End Time, Total Execution Time, Length and Class. In this machine learning 

approach, to train the model approx. 4100  tasks were considered which were slow in various 

phases like map /reduce, later  tested with 100,200,300,400 and 500 tasks to examine statistical 

measures i.e. accuracy ,recall, precision, and F-Measure. Moreover, the BM-LOA performance is 

contrasted to the existent Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Deer Hunting Optimization (DHO) , 

Support Vector Machine(SVM) algorithms respectively. 
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Table 3: Comparison of Performance metrics using proposed BM-LOA with existing PSO, 

DHO, and SVM. 

 BM-LOA PSO DHO SVM 

Accuracy 94.87 91.8 90.32 89.74 

Precision 94.74 92.01 91.24 91.86 

Recall 94.54 92.27 91.47 90.24 

F-Measure 94.64 92.14 91.86 92.11 

 

                Figure 3: Normalized job execution time with                                       Figure 4: Normalized job execution time with 

                                  different file programs                                                                             different file size in GBs 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5:  Cluster Throughput in Homogeneous 
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Figure 6:  Cluster Throughput in Heterogeneous 

Achievements with Respect to Objectives 

There was significant scope of optimizing the performance of Big Data processing in the presence 

of slow task/dead node/slow node in terms of the job‘s overall job execution time and Cluster 

throughput. So here we proposed the Hadoop-SRP to contribute for faster processing of Big Data 

with the available resources.  The result section illustrates the efficiency of the proposed work that 

has been analyzed with various performance metrics and compared with existing works to prove its 

efficiency. To develop a new speculative execution strategy called Hadoop-SRP to handle these 

scenarios. Hadoop-SRP takes the cost performance of cluster computing resources into account, 

aiming at not only decreasing the job execution time but also improving the cluster throughput. The 

performance of the recommended BM-LOA algorithm contrasted with the existing  PSO, DHO, and 

SVM algorithms with respect to qualitative metrics  namely, accuracy, precision, recall, and f-

measure . Based on the accuracy metric, the proposed one achieves 94.87 % accuracy, but the 

conventional PSO, DHO, and SVM algorithms achieve the accuracy of 91.8 %, 90.32 %, and 89.74 

%, which is lesser than the proposed one. Based on the precision metric, the conventional existing 

algorithm has 92.04 % precision, but the proposed one attains 94.74 % precision, which is greater 

than the existent method. Similarly, the proposed one attains a high precision value than the existing 

PSO,DHO and SVM  algorithms. Concerning the other metrics, such as recall and f-measure, the 

existing attains 92.27 % recall and 92.14 % f-measure, but the proposed one achieves 94.54 % recall 

and 94.64 % f-measure. The table clearly shows that the proposed system is confirmed to have a 

high-level performance than the other methods.  
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Conclusion  

 Speculative Execution is one of the optimization techniques for the improvement of Job 

Execution Time in a Big Data Processing Environment.  

 It incurs cost in terms of resources i.e. time and physical resources. 

 Our approach works well in Physical Homogeneous Environment, Cloud-based 

Homogeneous and Cloud-based Heterogeneous Environment.  

 Using our approach, we have achieved 19.3 %, 10.8%, 4.9% performance improvement 

compared to Hadoop – original, Hadoop –LATE, and Hadoop MCP respectively in terms 

of job execution time. 

 We have achieved significant improvement in Cluster throughput. It is improved by 23.4 

%, 13.3%, and 10.8% than Hadoop – original, Hadoop –LATE, and Hadoop MCP 

respectively. 

 Our entire research and every small algorithm  has high relevance  with rich Indian 

culture as depicted in the slokas  of ― Chankya Niti‖ page no 202,173-174 ,134 and 118-

119[23].  

 

Future Work 

 Speculative execution is one of the rarely addressed optimization techniques in Big Data 

processing which can be further focused for effective resource utilization. 

 Estimation technique and novel machine learning approach for fittest node selection can 

be enhanced for better result. 

Publication 

 Hetal A. Joshiara and Chirag S. Thaker, ―Performance optimization in Big data  

processing using enhanced speculative approach‖,Journal of Critical Reviews, Vol 7,     

Issue 13, pp. 4072-4082, September – 2020, ISSN- 2394-5125. 

 Hetal A. Joshiara,Chirag S.Thaker,S.M.Shah,D.B.Choksi,―Detection of stragglers and   

optimal rescheduling of slow running tasks in  Big  data environment   using LFCSO-

LVQ classifier and  Enhanced PSO algorithm‖,  International Journal of Data Analysis 

Techniques and Strategies, ISSN online 1755-8069 ISSN print 1755-8050 (Paper 

accepted by the journal ,In the production department ) 
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